
Ellipse detetion using eÆient grouping of arsegments 1)Mihael Zillih (zillih�ain.tuwien.a.at)Institute of Automation and Control,Vienna Univ. of TehnologyJiri Matas (matas�mp.felk.vut.z)Center for Mahine Pereption, Czeh Tehnial UniversityAbstrat:We present a fast algorithm for ellipse detetion. The algorithm makes use of an eÆientgrouping of ar segments based on tangent intersetions. The exponentially large numberof possible groupings of ars is signi�antly redued and the searh for onsistent groupingsbeomes a linear problem. Standard tehniques are then used to �t ellipses into groups of ars.1 IntrodutionCylindrial objets are ommon in many man made environments like home and oÆe se-narios. Ellipses are strong geometri image features to detet suh objets. Ellipses also arevaluable features for 3D pose alulation. Furthermore ellipses are not as abundant in imagesas straight edges, making them more distint features.Unfortunately detetion of ellipses ontinues to be a non-trivial problem. Muh work has beendone on the topi of robustly �tting an ellipse into a set of points [1, 5, 4℄. Of ourse theproblem remains how to get to these points from a general set of image edges. Five paramtershave to be estimated instead of e.g. two for a line. This large paramter spae prohibits theuse of lustering methods like the Hough tranform whih give good results in the ase of lines.Some methods try to redue the dimension of the paramter spae by �rst estimating ellipseenters or angles, leaving a lower dimensional parameter spae. But that does not seem totakle the problem at its ore.Given a set of extrated image edges the problem is to identify those groups of edges thattogether form an ellipse. Robust ellipse �tting is then applied to those edges. Edge extrationis not perfet, so we rarely get omplete ellipses, but rather short ars with gaps in between.Moreover part of an allipse might be oluded and there will be many distrating edges from1) This work was supported by EU projet AtIPret.



Figure 1: Fitting a irle: Starting with a subset of pixels, interset normals bewteen �rst,enter and last point to �nd enter plus radius. Grow irular ar if more pixels lie on theirle.bakgroud lutter. The problem now is the huge number of possible ombinations of edges.[2℄ use geneti algorithms to deal with this huge searh spae. However their seletion of arsfrom generi edges is rather ad ho. Furthermore the searh is still heuristi and makes noexpliit use of the underlying struture of the problem, namely that ars beloning to the sameellipse form a onvex group and neighbouring ars are usually lose to eah other. Also [3℄deal with forming possible pairs of ars. But their between-list-lustering (merging of elliptialars from di�erent edgel lists) too su�ers from ombinatorial explosion.Our approah seeks to overome the problem of ombinatorial explosion by expliitely form-ing neighbourhood relations between ars in linear time and using these relations to formmeaningful groups of ars for further ellipse �tting.2 Ar SeletionThe �rst step in our algorithm is a Canny edge segmentation of the image. The outputis a set of edge segments. Quite often edges are broken due to shadows or poor ontrast.So we annot expet to get full ellipses here but only parts of ellipses. Of the many edgesegments in the image we �rst have to identify those that an be part of an ellipse. Thiswould require �tting of an ellipse into a possibly short ar segment. Fitting of an ellipse intoa set of points overing only a small angle however is very unstable. We thus hoose to �t airle, whih loally approximates an ellipse well and is muh faster and more stable to �t.Figure 1 illustrates the simple algorithm of �tting and growing a irular ar into a set ofedgles. Note that �tting a irle might atually break up a perfet ellipti ar into severalirular ars. That does no harm as ars are later ombined anyway to form groups of ars.One might argue that destroying information already at hand only to reover it again later isstupid. It shows however that trying to extrat too muh information loally will often leadto suboptimal deisions (like unstable ellipse �ts). More global methods on the next higherlevel usually an make better deisions.From now on we treat eah edge segment as an ar with some radius and opening angle. We



an disard ars with too small radius (e.g. � 5 pixels). Otherwise we would regard eahspekle as an ellipse. A radius larger than the image diameter too makes no sense and an bedisarded. A radius of in�nity would be a straight line. Clearly ars overing a larger angularspan are preferable. Likewise ars ontaining many edgels are better. So we sort the set ofars aording to these riteria so that in further proessing steps we deal with good ars �rst.3 Grouping of ArsNow given a set of single ars the next step is to form groups of ars into whih we an �nally�t ellipses. We require that the ars in a group together span at least � as the ellipse �t wouldbe unstable otherwise. Obviosly the ars must be pairwise onvex, i.e. all points of one armust lie on the inner half plane of the other ar.We use intersetions of tangents at both ar ends to eÆiently �nd all other ars that onear an group with. In a separate tangent image we draw the tangent from eah ar end upto a length of r. This requires only very simple funtions per pixel: hek if at urrent pixelthere is already a tangent and if so reord an intersetion. Note that it makes little sense todraw a longer tangent as any intersetion further away is very unlikely to belong to an arof the same ellipse. For an average image 2 with n = 317 ars eah tangent intersets onaverage with 2 other tangents. Thus one ar an only group with 4 other ars as opposedto originally n � 1 = 316. Thus the originally quadrati problem of grouping pairs of arsbeomes on average a linear problem. As we usually have to group more than 2 ars to getenough angular overage of the group, the gain in speed beomes even more apparent.4 Ellipse SeletionOne groups of ars are formed, a standard ellipse �tting algorithm [1℄ implemented in theOpenCV library is applied to all pixels of these ars. The resulting ellipses are ranked aordingto their relative support (number of supporting pixels = irumferene). Ellipses are thenpruned. Eah lower ranked ellipse sharing an ar with a higher ranked ellipse is disarded aseah ar an only be part of one ellipse. This redues the number of ellipse hypotheses frome.g. 115 to 28 in the kithen example. From the remaining set of ellipse hypotheses only thosewith a support signi�antly higher than average are seleted as �nal ellipses.5 Results and OutlookFigure 2 shows the main proessing steps on a 768 � 576 image of a kithen sene. Allonsistent groupings of ars are found in about 20ms. Fitting ellipses takes another 370msand seletion of good ellipses another 170ms . All ellipses are found in a total proessing time



Figure 2: Kithen sene: Canny edges, extated ars, ar tangents and intersetions, �nalellipsesof 560ms.Further work will go into exploring whether similar tehniques an be used to �nd other imageprimitives like retangles or even more general pereptual groupings.Referenes[1℄ Andrew W. Fitzgibbon, Maurizio Pilu, and Robert B. Fisher. Diret least square �tting of ellipses. IEEETransations on Pattern Analysis and Mahine Intelligene, 21(5):476{480, 1999.[2℄ Tsuyoshi Kawaguhi and Ryo ihi Nagata. Ellipse detetion using a geneti algorithm. In FourteenthInternational Conferene on Pattern Reognition, volume 1, pages 141{145, 1998.[3℄ Ji Qiang and R.M. Haralik. A statistially eÆient method for ellipse detetion. In 1999 InternationalConferene on Image Proessing (ICIP 99), volume 2, pages 730{734, 1999.[4℄ Paul L. Rosin. Assessing error of �t funtions for ellipses. Graphial models and image proessing: GMIP,58(5):494{502, 1996.[5℄ Zhengyou Zhang. Parameter estimation tehniques: A tutorial with appliation to oni �tting. TehnialReport RR-2676, INRIA, 1997.


